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I am pleased to submit the Phase I portion of the Kohala 
Water Resources Management and Development Plan. Much of this 
study has been an evaluation and a~sembly of information, plans 
and ideas submitted by various land owners, water users and 
government agencies and I would like to thank them for their 
assistance in this phase of the plan. 
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BACKGROUND 
KOHALA WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
Phase I - Preliminary Findings and Conclusions 
For more than 70 years North Kohala 'has been an agricultural ,district where 
the economy has been devoted to ranching and sugar growing. The people of Kohala 
have adapted their life style into the total atmosphere of a sugar plantation operation 
and, to a lesser degree, ranching. On March 1, 1971, Castle & Cooke, Inc. 
announced the closing of the , Kohala Sugar Co. By m id - June, 1971, the Gov ernor 
had appointed a Task Force whose purpose was to study possible agricultural alter -
natives and to expedite an economic change from sugar to other agricultural 
products and to seek out diversification of the local economy. It became obvious 
to those involved that water was essential to the success of any economic transition 
and that, with the transition to diversified agricultural crops, it would be necessary 
to carefully scrutinize the water situation of North Kohala. A primary objective 
of the Task Force has been to secure jobs for those persons displaced by the loss 
of the sugar ope ration. 
During the latter part of 1971, the Task Force created an executive com-
mittee composed of Lieutenant Governor George R. Ariyoshi, Hawaii County 
Mayor Shunichi Kimura and State Board of Agriculture Chairman Frederick C. 
Erskine. The purpose of the executive committee was to follow through on the 
details of projects initiated by the Task Force. The legislative session of 1972 
produced Act 197 which pe rtains to the planning and development of North Kohala. 
In this Act, funds we re provided for the planning and development of the area and 
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for feasibility studies for potential industries. Funds for the development of an 
irrigation water system were also allocated. The executive committee decided 
that, before monie s were invested in an irrigation wate r system, it was important 
to determine what water problems existed within the district and also how the 
existing wate r facilitie s should 'be administe red. At this juncture, it was decided 
that an appropriate step was to create what is being called the Kohala Water 
ResourcesManagement and Development Plan. The objectives of this plan are: 
1. To consolidate all water resources and facilities into a regional 
solution to develop, manage and distribute the water resources 
of North Kohala to the common good of agricultural, industrial 
and dome stic wate r needs, both public and private. 
2. Except for the initial Phases I, II and III of the Plan, to direct 
such management and development activities toward a self-
supporting basis by revenue generated through water sales. 
3. To enhance the economic strength of the North Kohala district 
and its people by the judicious use of its water resources. 
4. To assist in the land use planning activities as related to the 
protection and the efficient use of the water resources. 
5. To provide for local (North Kohala district) administration 
of the Kohala Water Resources Management and Development 
Plan in Phas e IV. 
The purpose of this preliminary report is to focus attention upon the most 
critical problems affecting the efficient development and management of the North 
Kohala water resources. The targets of Phase I have been to: 
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1. Inventory and identify the water resources of the Kohala 
Mountain with an emphasis on North Kohala. 
2. Inventory and identify the water sources and primary 
transmission facilities. 
3. Delineate water use areas by the domestic and agricultural 
needs, present and future. 
4. Evaluate the proposed or present land use activities as 
related to the quality and quantity of ground water, recharge. 
5. To present recommendations for the pursuit of Phase II. 
It should be emphasized here that the Kohala Water Plan is not a physical 
plan as such, but is an action plan. Because of the uncertainties in the outcome 
of the various proposed agricultural and other activities in the district, it is not 
appropriate at this time to have a detailed physical plan, but to have a plan which 
allows flexibility in the decision .. making process. As the Phase I study progressed, 
it became evident that it was not necessary to place as much emphasis on the 
water resources as it was to emphasize the water sources, primary transmission 
and storage facilities now used. Once the sugar plantation shuts down its operation, 
two things may occur in relation to the water resources: 
1. The water now being applied on the lan,d will not be used. 
2. Certain facilities might fall into disuse. 
For these reasons, some of the emphasis in Phase I was shifted to first 
determining how much water would be used under the proposed agricultural 
pursuits and what should be done to insure that no assets, in the form of the physi-
cal facilities, would be lost to the economy. These changes in emphasis were 
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thoroughly discussed with Mr. Frederick Erskine of the executive committee and 
met with his approval. In looking toward a timetable fo r the Kohala Wate r Plan, 
it was felt that the inventory stage, Phase I, should cover a period of approxi-
mately four months which commenced on February 1, 1973 and is to be completed 
by the end of May. Phase II would begin on June 1, 1973. The actual time period 
would be defined prior to commencing the investigations. It was felt that the second 
phase would probably take a pe r iod of six months to complete. As stated ear lie r, 
Phase II would consist of the detailed investigations pertaining to the recommenda-
tions resulting from Phase I. Phase II can probably be completed by January l, 
1974. At that point, the Plan should immediately move into Phase III which would 
consit;t (jf the actual operation of a water utility, a complete maintenance operation 
of the facilitie s retained and the appropriate construction and othe r activitie s 
recommended by the priorities established in Phase II. Placing the Plan on 
revenue support in Phase IV will be difficult to accomplish; the timing cannot be 
aCGurately defined now pending the outcome of Phase III. It is probable that 
Phase IV can be in full ope ration within two to , three years. 
WATER RESOURCES 
Numerous studies have been made of the water resources of the Kohala 
Mountain and, more specifically, of North Kohala. These studies deal with va.rious 
aspects of the water resources and to varying degrees of detail. At the back of 
this report, in Appendix A, is a list of selected references rev~ewed during 
Phase I. No attempt will be made at this time to discuss the details of these 
studies. Such discussion is more appropriate in Phase II. When considering the 
availability of water resources, one of the most important items of discussion is 
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rainfall. This is particularly true when dealing with an agricultural economy. 
The neces sity for applying wate r to the land is dictated by the rainfall patte rns 
and rainfall volume s of the area. 
In the past, the land use of North Kohala has been divided into two general 
categorie s - pasture land and sugar land. The historic events leading to the 
evolution of the sugar industry have been described in numerous reports but will 
be summarized here briefly. The sugar industry, at its very earliest stage, 
settled on lands which were readily watered by rainfall or by streams in the 
immediate vicinity of the fields. The Kohala Sugar Co. is no exception to this. It 
has, throughout its history, been faced with a number of water crisis situations. 
Because of the lack of available streams within the immediate area of 
what are now the sugar lands, there was no real attempt in the early stage of 
sugar growing in Kohala to irrigate. Following the establishment of sugar as an 
agri-business in Kohala, it was recognized that irrigation and fluming water 
would be required for large -scale operation. Investigations were then conducted 
to determine the water development potential for the sugar activities. These 
inve stigations led to the development of the Kohala ditch, the Kehena ditch and 
g roundwate r within the plantation. 
The dry land areas, from approximately Upolu Point to Mahukona, have 
never had sufficient amounts of water available to them. For this reason, with 
the exception of an early attempt at pineapple growing near Puakea, the lands 
have remained as dry land pasture used primarily during the winte r months. 
Figure 1 is a graph showing the mean annual rainfall at U.S. Weather Bureau 
Station No. 1339 at Hawi. The seasonal variation of rainfall can be readily 
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ascertained from this graph. When considering irrigation requirements, regard-
less of the crop, it is obvious that the year is broken into approximately two parts: 
1. That period which stretches from November through May, 
which is considered for purposes of this report the winter 
months. That is, the period in which the heaviest rainfall 
occurs and which is dominated by cyclonic or Kona storms. 
2. The second period runs from June through September and is 
considered the summer months. During this period, the 
rainfall is controlled by the orographic or trade wind patterns. 
While the rainfall on the windward coast is normally steady and light, rain 
on the lee of the mountain is virtually non-existent. A weakening of the trade 
winds during the summer months will frequently cause periods of severe drought 
to the windward coast which is, in the case of Kohala, the origin of nearly all 
useable water resources. As was stated earlier, the sugar plantation was origin-
ally located in an area which normally had adequate rainfall for the growing of 
cane. Howeve r, dur ing the drought pe riods, it was obvious that ir rigation was 
required in order to provide stable crop production. The Kohala and Kehena 
ditches were built for this purpose. Both of these systems are largely dependent 
upon surface runoff. The surface runoff in Kohala occurs primarily on the wind-
ward slope of the m.ountain. 
The Kehena ditch obtains its wate r from streams high up on the mountain 
and co'nveys the water to the Kohala ditch near Hawi. The Kohala ditch may be 
described for this report as having three independent portions, the first of which 
is commonly called the Awini section. This ditch section is located at cq:p-oximately 
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the IBOO-foot elevation beginning at Waikoloa stream near Waimanu valley and 
crosses the highlands -lying between Waimanu and Honokane valleys via a tunnel. 
This tunnel intercepts various streams while enroute to Honokane. All of the 
streams in this section are fed by direct runoff. 
During drought periods~ the Awini section of the Kohala ditch either dries 
up 0 r is at such a low flow as to be ins ignificant fo r the purpose s of ag r iculture_ 
The second segment of the ditch stretches from the Awini Falls and the intake at 
East Honokane Nui to where the ditch arrives in the plantation proper above Niulii. 
At East Honokane Nui, the waters from Honokane are dive rted directly into the 
Kohala ditch at an elevation of approximately 1000 feet. As the ditch traverses 
between East Honokane and the plantation, it picks up what surface wate rs_ are 
available and conveys them to the weir above Niulii. During periods of drought, 
with the exception.. of the water picked up at East Honokane, no water enters the 
ditch. The waters obtained at East Honokane are groundwaters which feed the 
stream above the ditch. This flow is approximately 9 to 10 MGD (million gallons 
daily) during even the most severe periods of drought. 
The third section of the Kohala ditch lies between the weir above Niulii 
and Puakea on the west edge of the plantation. As the ditch progresses across 
country it picks up several small streams which are fed either by direct runoff 
or from shallow tunnels, both of which go dry during periods of severe drought. As 
a result of this method of obtaining wate r for irrigation, when the weathe r is most 
severe and the greatest demand for irrigation water exists, the flow of the Kohala 
ditch will drop down to approximately 10 MGD. As mentioned earlier, the Kehena 
ditch drops its water into Kohala ditch in the vicinity of Hawi. The Kehena ditch 
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will go dry during drought periods, because it is fed also from direct surface 
runoff. 
In the early 1900 1 s, basal groundwater was developed near the coast. 
Because of the type of pumping equipment available at the time, that is, the large 
stearn-driven pumps, the method of developing the water was to excavate a large 
ve rtical shaft to the water table. In the case of Kohala, such shafts are no more 
than 150 feet to the water table. At the water table, a large sump was excavated 
and a pump room was also constructed. The stearn pumps we re then placed into 
the pump room and the suction intake placed into the sump. Once the pumps we re 
turned on, the sump would be de -wate red and tunnels would be excavated at or 
slightly below sea level. Construction of these tunnels was then continued until 
there ,was an adequate amount of water to supply the stearn pump. The ,Kohala 
Sugar Co. presently operates three such shafts. A fourth shaft has long been 
abandoned. As mode rn electric pumps became available they eventually replaced 
the stearn pumps. Because of the type of construction used for the shafts and 
tunnel systems and their proximity to the coastline, these shafts produce brackish 
water, particularly during the late summer months when the pumping is heaviest. 
During the 1960 1 s it was felt that Kohala Sugar Co. had to expand its irri-
gation capacity and improve its methods of water application to remain a viable 
sugar producer. In order to do this, more reliable flow was required during the 
summer months. The Kohala Sugar Co. undertook a program to define where and 
what quality of water was available within the plantation proper, between Pololu 
valley and Upolu .Point. Seven test holes were drilled for this purpose. As a 
result of these investigations, two producing wells were drilled to strengthen the 
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dry weather flows. Map 1 (at the back of this report) shows the location of all of 
the shafts, drilled wells and test holes. Water level contours are also shown on 
this map. Because of the problem of water source ownership, it was the decision 
of the Kohala Sugar Co. to place major efforts at groundwater development 
within the plantation proper and, furthermore, to place such facilities on land 
owned by Castle & Cooke, Inc. The ramifications of this decision will be discussed 
later in the report. All of these well and shaft developments produce wate r from 
the fresh basal lens. 
Fresh water, being lighter-, floats on the underlying salt water in a ratio of 
approximately I to 40. That is, for every I foot of fresh water above sea level, 
there are 40 feet below sea level. This is true for a steady state condition whe re 
the recharge equals the discharge in time. In Hawaii, it is common to have 
extremes in the amount of recharge as is evidenced by the rainfall. The high 
pe rmeability of the lavas which constitute the aquife r pe rmits tidal fluctuations to 
be transmitt.ed into the aquifer. These two factors will modify the ratio to a 
ce rtain degree. 
In the case of Kohala, as shown by the water level contours in Map J, large 
quantities of fresh groundwater are flowing through the basal lens to the ocean. 
It can be expected that the lens is very thick beneath much of the plantation proper 
and that large quantities of water are still available. The salinity of water produced 
from the lens depends largely upon the depth to which a well is drilled or con-
. structed and also on the rate at which the individual well is pumped. 
The drilled wells constructed in the 1960 I S produce fresh water at very 
high pumping rates. Based on the information provided by the existing groundwater 
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sources and from information provided by the studies in Appendix A, it would 
seem reasonable to expect that groundwater flow between Pololu valley and 
Upolu Point is on the order of 40 to 50 million gallons per day. When the plantation 
is pumping at its peak, approximately 20 MGD is pumped from the lens. It is 
also assumed that approximately 20 MGD can be developed in addition to the 
amount presently pumped by the plantation without seriously affecting the water 
quality of the area. 
During the course of this preliminary investigation, it was obvious that 
future problems lie with the availability of power for the pumping of wate r.. The 
power situation will be discussed in more detail later in the report. Because of 
this problem, it was felt that some investigation should be conducted in relation 
to potential source addition to the Kohala ditch. As stated earlie r, this ditch 
supplies water to the plantation proper at an elevation of approximately 1000 feet, 
and the base flow of the ditch is fed by groundwaters from East . Honokane. These 
groundwaters originate from dike compartments located within the Kohala .Mountain. 
Leakage from the dike compartments feed HQnokane, Waimanu and Waipio valleys 
and constitute the base flow of all three valleys. 
In the 1940 IS, a tunnel was constructed at the head of East Ho·nokane at an 
elevation of about 1900 feet. The purpose of this tunnel was to penetrate the 
dike compartments to supplement the low flow to the ditch. The results of this 
construction were only partially successful. Appendix B at the back of this report 
gives a more detailed evaluation and history of this tunnel. 
The re is no question that more water is available within the dike and fault 
systems beneath the Kohala Mountain. Perhaps a more important point is that 
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these systems can 'provide not only a greater low flow to the Kohala ditch but, 
if properly ope rated and managed, could be used as storage units to feed the 
ditch. This particular method of water development and management is used on 
the islands of Oahu and Lanai. The storage compartments contained within the 
dike or fault zones offer the opportunity to store great quantities of water in 
natural systems. It has been well documented that individual compartments 
between dikes or within a dike system may contain quantities of wate r in storage 
in amounts ranging from 1 million gallons to several billion gallons. These com-
partments offer a great deal of potential for the future of the water supply for the 
north end of the island of Hawaii. 
Because of the nature of the land surface of North Kohala and the general 
shape of the valleys, there is very little possibility of constructing a reservoir 
similar, for example, to the Wilson reservoir at Wahiawa on Oahu which might 
be used to retain surface water available during the winter months for use during 
the dry summe r months. The obvious solution to storage is to look to eithe r the 
basal fresh water lens, which has a very large storage capability, or to the 
storage contained within the dike systems. It is not the purpose of this prelim-
inary study to define which method of storage is the most appropriate for Kohala, 
but merely to point out the possibilities for a solution. 
Emphasis, to this point, has been placed on the windward or wetter 
portions of Kohala. Because no wells have been drilled in recent years between 
Upolu Point and Kawaihae, little is known of the potential groundwater resources 
of the lee coastline. Based upon information obtained from wells drilled between 
Kawaihae and Keahole, it would be safe to assume that only brackish water can be 
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anticipated below an elevation of 1000 feet. Although there is high rainfall in the 
summit area of the Kohala Mountain, a major rift zone, oriented in a north to 
south direction stretching from Upolu Point ove r the top of the mountain to 
Waimea, would give indications that little of the rainfall on the summit can 
reach the basal lens on the leeward coast. This characteristic has been borne 
out on othe r islands of the Hawaiian chain. On the othe r hand, basal wate r pro-
duced from the brackish lens would be a valuable asset for mixing with domestic 
waters and also for irrigation uses. 
In the future of the island of Hawaii, there will be a need for industrial 
uses of the groundwaters. Two cases have recently been presented to the Task 
Force which would require cooling water for industrial purposes along the coast-
line between Mahukona and Kawaihae. Both of these possible water users could 
use brackish water or might also be tied into a total conservation use of water 
from the Kohala ditch. Should the Kohala ditch be continued on past the pre sent 
terminus at Puakea towards Kawaihae, it would be possible to drop water from 
the ditch for use as a coolant, providing these waters were either returned to the 
elevation from which they we re dropped or put to a highly productive use for 
agricultural or domestic purposes. 
WATER DEMAND POSSIBILITIES 
For purposes of this report, the water demand for the North Kohala district 
has been reviewed in terms of all water needs - domestic, agricultural and 
industrial. At present there is no comprehensive agricultural water plan, 
although there have been plans prepared for the Kohala Sugar Co. in the past. 
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The domestic water plan, as presented by the Hawaii County Department of Water 
Supply in its publication dated December, 1971, is geared around the County 
General Plan. The County General Plan considers those areas zoned urban by 
the State Land Use Commiss ion and the Planning Commission of the County. The 
intent of the Kohala Wate r Plan is to evaluate the long -te rm demands in addition 
to the short-term needs, both of the plans as .outlined by the County and also those 
plans being developed for agricultural alternatives in the immediate future. 
In the course of this investigation, many different ideas and plans for both 
agriculture and domestic activities have been reviewed. A number of these plans 
deal with problems and future plans not considered in either the water plan of the 
County or in the urban zoning of the General Plan. It is our position in pursuing 
the Kohala Water Plan that although existing plans should be weighed and considered 
carefully, the emphasis should lie in the potential for the long-range future. By 
using this approach, it will be possible to lay the ground work for future rezoning, 
population increases and industrial diver'sification, in addition to meeting the agri-
cultural changes for the future. 
The State has a major park planned at Lapakahi near Mahukona. In addition, 
the County Parks Department has a general recreational park planned to the north 
of Mahukona. The water needs as spelled out in the present County Water Plan 
are limited in scope to the urban zoning now shown in the County Gene ral Plan. 
This is not to say that the intent of the Kohala Water Plan is to undermine or alter 
the County General Plan or the water plans of the Department of Water Supply, 
but, rather, to view the land and its potential in relation to the available water 
resources. In so doing, it will facilitate future planning by the County and the 
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State with respect to water resources. Maps 2a and 2b are compilations of the 
present water systems, both agricultural and domestic, of North Kohala. 
Appendix C lists the major water assets of the Kohala Sugar Co. 
In considering the domestic water demands of North Kohala, it is appro-
priate to separate the district into two general areas. The first lies between 
Pololu valley and Upolu Point; the second, from Upolu to the district boundary 
near Kawaihae. The major ity of the water servi c e within the plantation area is 
presently supplied by a number of small tunnel sources and conveyed to the user 
by a gravity system. In addition, the Kohala Sugar Co. also supplies water to 
this system from a well near the mill. The Kohala Sugar Co. furnishes domestic 
water by way of a gravity system to the village area of Niulii. With the exception 
of the well source, all of the tunnel sources must be treated and, on occasion, are 
very erratic, in both the quantity and quality of water available. 
It would be de s irable for all dome stic wate r se rvice to be met from wells 
penetrating the basal lens. This is feas ible up to an elevation of 1000 feet or 
approximately the position of the Kohala ditch. Any future domestic water service 
above the ditch might be met by booster pumping or by restructuring the distri-
bution systems above 1000 feet to make full use of the water tunnel sources. These 
tunnel sources could provide about. 25 MGD of water for dome stic or agricultural 
purposes above the elevation of 1000 feet. Because the County relie s on public 
utility power to operate its pump systems, water cost for the domestic consumer 
is considerably higher than that for the agricultural user, unless the systems can 
be serviced by gravity. 
-There is no approved dome stic wate r service to the Mahukona coastline 
at this time. A number of plans indicate that domestic water demands in the 
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foreseeable future might approach 4 mill ion gallons per day if water is available 
to the area. In considering the possible means for serving this coastline, it is 
appropriate to look back to the fresh basal lens underlying the plantation area. 
Domestic water could be transmitted to the Mahukona coastline either by service 
mains along the existing highway to Mahukona or by a route along the existing 
Kohala ditch. In considering the long-range potential of the lee side of the island, 
it appears at this time that the desirable route would be via the upper elevation as 
water could be distributed to both agricultural users and the domestic system. 
By making the sources available to both the agricultural users and the 
domestic service, there would be an overall efficiency in source development 
and operation. Perhaps more importantly, water service would be available at 
higher elevations with a more reliable flow, thus opening up new possibilities for 
both domestic needs and agricultural interests. As shown on Map 3, the potential 
demand is sufficiently greater for the lee of the Kohala Mountains. Undoubtedly, 
the future of the district lies on these dry slopes. Any plan considering water 
transportation development, operating efficiency and utility operation must view 
this as a distinct possibility. It would appear to be unrealistic to take any other 
approach. 
For many people, domestic living is more pleasant in the dry, sunnier 
areas of the islands. In agriculture, it has been proven that the artificial crop 
control possible in the dry sections of the islands is the most desirable area to 
locate crops. In considering the future of the dry coastline, water use efficiency 
should always be foremost in the thinking of both the planners and the water user. 
For this reason.., it should be the position of the various government agencies 
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approving waste disposal facilities that waters consumed for domestic uses which 
are concentrated into sewage treatment plants must be treated adequately for 
reapplication to .the land. There will never be too much water available for the 
lee coastline of the Kohala .Mountain. ·Water conservation by this means should 
be foremost in the thinking. 
The domestic water systems presently operating in the district have corne 
about by necessity. As the area was being populated .in conjunction with the growth 
of the sugar industry there were numerous, diverse camps. The water systems 
built to serve these individual camps were constructed according to the separation 
of services. The systems themselves are numerous and will not be reiterated 
here; however, they can be seen on Map 2a. As the County began to take over the 
service to domestic consumers, it was forced to inherit the basic systems in use 
at the time • Consequently, the wate r se rvice is difficult to plan as it grows. It is 
recommended that serious consideration be given to a reorientation of the thinking 
involved in the planning of the domestic systems in the area. 
The present service zones are established along an axis which runs from 
the high elevation to the low elevation. It is recommended that thought be gjven 
to establish~ng horizontal pressure zones or horizontal service zones. These 
systems could be interconnected at particular elevations along a horizontal trans-
mis sion concept, rathe r than a ve rtical transmis s ion concept. This approach 
would lead to a simpler integration of systems in the futu .re and also provide a 
more efficient and lower cost water service. Consideration should also be given 
to serving customers, such as small ranches, hog farms and individual house-
hold units via a combined water system. This is particularly true in the wetter 
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portions of the district. It would be unnecessarily expensive to provide water 
service specifically for the watering of the various animals where low volumes 
are involved. On the other hand, the hog raiser or chicken grower should not be 
expected to pay the same rates that are charged to individuals. 
A question should be raised as to whether revenue should be based on the 
cost of development and transmission or on the type of use to which the water is 
applied. One of the conflicts and the major reasons for the relatively high cost of 
dome stic wate r in relation to ag ricultural wate rs is cente red around the nece s s ity 
for providing pipelines, storage and source facilities which are far in excess of 
demand. These systems are sized considerably larger than is necessitated by 
demand, primarily to meet the fire flow requirements of the Board of Fire Under-
writers. In an agricultural area, it seems most inappropriate to design water 
systems to meet urban fire hazard requirements. As the dens ity inc rease s in the 
future, there will be a necessity to have larger systems. The present buyer or 
user must pay for something which will be required at some future date. 
This. is a corulict 'which ' should be carefully considered when planning for 
dome stic wate r se rvice. 
What is being suggested here is that, if the sizes must be increased to 
meet fire demands, cons ide ration must be given to utilize the oversizing which is 
required. This can be done by conveying agricultural water during the interim 
pe riod which may extend from 10 to 50 years. If thi s concept is integ rated into 
the thinking, it is very possible that adequate water can be provided for both the 
fire flow requirements and the uses of agriculture in the future; in other words, 
using a single source storage and conveyance system with a separation of rate 
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structures, not along the lines as presently applied, but an entirely separate rate 
structure for agriculture water users as opposed to domestic water users. This 
suggestion is being made primarily for the area above the Kohala ditch from 
approximately 1000 feet on up the mountain. 
One of the plans being considered for the upper elevations is an agricultural 
district in which a permanent horne owner may live on a large parcel of land, such 
as 25 or 50 acres. One of the problems fac ing the County in meeting this type of 
se rvice is that the wate r use is so small a nd the system so expens ive that it has 
provided many roadblocks to thi s type of land utilization. Agriculture is the major 
concern of the Kohala Plan. As shown on Map Zb a large amount of land in Kohala 
is pre sently irrigated. An equally large amount of land between Upolu and Mahukona 
is suitable for irrigation. The major problems are the water availability for irriga-
tion of these new lands and those related to land ownership. It is not the concern 
of this Plan to be involved in land ownership as such, but rathe r to concentrate its 
efforts on the potential of the land. One of the big questions faced in accomplish-
ing or pursuing this Plan is what crops will be grown. 
Phase II should contain a detailed analysis of the water demand for the 
individual crops to be grown particularly in relation to the acreage required for these 
crops and to the geographic location of the crops. In order to determine how much 
a particular crop might be able to pay for water, several rough analyses were 
made of the present cost of water supplied to the sugar lands, both for pumped 
water and for ditch water fed by gravity operation. A study was also made of the 
wate r cost problems in relation to the growing of grain. Appendix D gives a 
source by source cost of pumped water presently supplied to the sugar areas. 
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This data was furnished by the Kohala Sugar Co. and is based on their cost and 
accounting methods. The cost of the water delivered now is based on the cost of 
power charged to the pumps and the cost of the maintenance and delivery of gravity 
waters. In no case is water charged at more than $50/MG (minion gallons). 
By contrast, domestic water retails at more than $350/MG. During the course 
of this preliminary investigation, it was deterlUined that the present grain grow-
ing activities of the Kohala Grain Corporation was based on a water cost of $50 .,!' 
per million as charged by the Kohala Sugar Co. It appears that the $50 per million 
is a reasonable cost based on the present wate r production costs. On the other 
hand, this water charge is relatively high in relation to productive capability of the 
grain crops. This, then, presents a serious problem in initiating a major grain 
growing operation for Kohala. Discussions were held as to what the potential is 
for the grain crops and what the water demand might be under different sets of 
conditions. The pre sent grain expe rimentation activitie s are ve ry marginal. It 
appears that two major actions must occur in order to place these activities on a 
paying basis. First, a careful breeding program must be instituted to provide the 
grain varietie s which are be st adapted to the Kohala area, both fo r climatic con-
ditions and production levels; second, the water operations, both in application 
and in ultimate growth, must be carefully evaluated in order that the cost of water 
delive red to the use r can be in line with his productive capability and, the refore, 
his ability to pay. 
The Kohala Corporation has indicated that they definitely plan to pursue 
the grain production. The acreage that might be set aside for grain is very 
uncertain at this time. It may range from 300 acres to more than 5,000 acres. 
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For wate r planning, this is a difficult situation to cope with. In addition to the 
grain activities, it was decided that the dry areas from Upolu to Mahukona should 
be reviewed in terms of the potential for agricultural demand. At this time, it 
is very difficult to provide any firm guidelines other than to state that the land 
is presently in dry land pasture and that, if water is available for this land, a 
large potential exists for agr icultural production. Most probably, this agricultural 
production would be centered around irrigated pastures. How such pasture acti-
vities might be pursued is still subject to evaluation. The land at this location is 
excellent for this type of activity as well as many othe r agricultural use s. In 
order to realize the full potential of the North Kohala district, studies should be 
made to determine how these lands can best be utilized, regardless of their owner-
ship. 
With the exception of these two potential major water users, the grain 
production and the irrigated pasture, the only water users which have firm commit-
ments at this time are several small operations which provide high revenue on 
limited acreage.. The major ones at this time are the tropical foliage activities 
near Hawi and the possible orchid culture operation near Mahukona. Undoubtedly, 
more of these smaller activities will be planned for the district. It should be 
kept in mind that these farms are water users of a very limited nature and are 
capable of paying higher water costs than the bulk irrigation users. 
It is the intent of this Plan, beginning with Phase II, to carefully define the 
water cost zones which may be anticipated for the agricultural users. Such an 
approach has not been used in the water activities of Hawaii. The sugar industry 
evolved its water production costs by trial and error. The Kohala Water Plan 
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will rely on eInpirical cost in;forInation obtained froIn agricultural activities 
throughout the State. The actual cost data will be fitted to the source s, the 
peculiar Inaintenance probleIns which are required for the future, and to the 
various agricultural pursuits of the district. 
The discussion to this point has involved two types of agricultural water 
users; the bulk irrigation user and the high revenue, low voluIne water user. A 
third type of agricultural water user should be considered in the course of this 
Plan. This user would be one which applies the latest trickle irrigation Inethods 
on orchard-type activities. Such orchards Inight consist of guava production, 
papaya production" InacadaInia production and various othe r related activitie s. 
There are no definitive costs available in Kohala for the water which Inight be 
required by such crops. The Kohala Water Plan should consider where such 
crops Inight best be located and how water Inight be supplied to these crops at 
what cost. 
North Hawaii has a definite water need for the future. It should be a con-
sideration of the Kohala Water Plan to evaluate whether or not it is reasonable to 
expect exportq.tion of the water resources froIn the North Kohala district. The 
Plan should be ordered to first, handle the agricultural water requireInents of 
the district; second, to Ineet the potential dOInestic and industrial water needs of 
the district; and third, to consider the potential for exportation of water. There 
is without a doubt a future need for Inore water over the entire dry coast of the 
island of Hawaii. There has been no cOInprehensive planning with respect to these 
future water needs.. While it is not within the scope of the Kohala Water ·Plan to 
consider these needs in detail, it is within the scope of the Plan to define how 
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much water lies untapped within the North Kohala district and to determine how 
much wate r would be required for the district in the future. Any surplus might 
then be considered for future export. 
CRITICAL PROBLEMS 
Because it has been stated in the formation of the Kohala Water Plan that a 
major objective of the Plan was to direct the wate r operations toward a self-
supporting basis at some point in the future, it is necessary to outline the prob-
lems related to water costs. The pumped sources which presently supply the 
irrigation water can be separated into two categories; one, the shaft ope rations 
and two, the drilled well operations. The shafts have very high pumping rates 
and have relatively difficult and expensive maintenance problems. In Appendix D, 
the operating cost of both the drilled wells and the shaft operations have been 
summarized. Water is produced at a cost ranging from $20/MG to $90/MG, 
depending on the size of the installation and lift required. 
The Kohala and Kehena ditches both supply gravity water to the agricultural 
pursuits. A preliminary review has been made of the operations of the Kohala 
Ditch Company and its problems. The Kohala Ditch Company has been trimming 
its maintenance program for a number of years. Some 20 to 30 years ago, there 
were about 25 persons employed by the company. The total personnel now working 
for the company is limited to five. This has serious ramifications on the main-
tenance of the system. In addition, the .Kohala Ditch Company has been replacing 
the wood flume s throughout its entire system, but primarily within the plantation 
proper. These wood flumes have been converted to prestressed concrete flumes 
and are definitely a valuable asset for the future. Appendix E contains a detailed 
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history of the ditches and the status of the flumes. Through the years, the 
Kehena ditch has been gradually placed into a secondary role. This is most 
probably the future for the dtich as it is very unreliable and on occasion goes 
completely dry. On the other hand, it is extremely valuable during periods in 
which the Kohala ditch must be shut down for major maintenance activities. For 
this reason, the Kehena ditch can never be abandoned. 
Figure 2 shows the water supplied over a l3-year period by the Kohala 
ditch. This flow is made up of the base flow of lO MGD from East Honokane Nui 
and the intermittent surface flows from Awini and elsewhere along the ditch. 
When considering the operation of the Kohala ditch for the future, there is a very 
difficult problem which must be anticipated. As long as the Kohala ditch has 
been ~upplying water to meet the needs of the company which owns the ditch,. it 
has been possible for the agricultural company receiving the water to gamble on 
the rainfall during the summer months. Basically, this means that the sugar 
company has been able to plant fields with the idea that water will be available 
when it is needed. In some respects, this is O1).e of the major problems leading 
up to the failure of the sugar operations. Because the peak need for water occurs 
at the time when the least water is available in the ditch, there are many periods 
in which the crops do not receive adequate water. As long as this gamble is kept 
within the company, it has a certain degree of control. In considering water dis-
tribution for the future, no organization can be expected to contract for the sale of 
water on the speculation that water may be available at the time it is needed. This, 
then, provides a major constraint for the Kohala Ditch Company operations. 
The Kohala Ditch Company has been in a serious financial position for the 
last few years. The water it sells is considerably below the cost of pumped water, 
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even the cheapest pumped water. On the average, the Kohala-Kehena waters are 
being sold at approximately $20 per million as opposed to the average $50 per 
million of pumped water. This obviously must receive careful attention and evalu-
ation in Phase II of this Plan. 
The cost situation become s mo re complicated because the pumped source s 
now rely upon power generated by the plantation, When the plantation shuts down, 
the low-cost power will no longer be available unless action is taken to retain the 
gene rating facilities. Appendix F lists the gene rating as sets of the plantat i on. 
Presently, the only possible alternatives to low-cost power other than the planta-
tion power are (1) some sort of agreement with Hilo Electric Co. to provide power 
at a rate which permits pumped water to be supplied to agriculture at a reasonable 
cost; and (2) to provide independent power units for pumping. These units might 
be supplied by diesel or propane fuel. 
Phase II of this Plan should place a major emphasis on a solution to the 
power problem. Such a solution might be to grow crops as a source of fuel for 
running the pre sent powe r facilitie s, Falling back on the public utility as a sourc e 
of power for agriculture is the least desirable approach. 
It is recommended that a systematic evaluation be made of the cost of 
water for any crops which might be considered for the North Kohala district. 
Attention must be paid to this problem as it may be the difference between success 
or failure of the crop. Upon reviewing the organizations which might be con-
sidered to own and operate the water sources and systems for North Kohala, it 
was found that there is presently no operation which can realistically meet the 
needs of the district. The County Department of Water Supply is generally 
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mandated to supply dome stic water for the County. It is not geared to supply 
agricultural water, . although consideration should be given to some such activi-
ties by the County in the not too distant future. The State~ under the Department 
of Land and Natural Resources, has operated agricultural water systems at 
Waimanalo, Oahu, -Waimea, Hawaii, and on Molokai. In the case of the Waimanalo 
and Waimea systems, revenue does not meet operating cost. Although the State 
has, in the past, been able to as sist in providing capital funding for projects of 
this nature, the position of the State in the future appears more difficult. 
Refe renee is made he re to Appendix F • . This appendix contains an article 
from Science magazine, April 13, 1973, titled Water Commission: No More Free 
Rides for Water Users. This article says that the National Water Commission, 
which was created by President Johnson in 1968, has stated.in its first draft that 
agricultural water for the future must pay its own way. With the three exceptions 
pointed out earlier, nearly all the agricultural water supplied in the state of Hawaii 
has been initiated or developed by private industry. Regardless of what laws 
may exist, it appears that the desirable approach for the future, both in terms of 
attitudes on the part of the Federal Government and the financial position of the 
State, would be for Kohala to direct its water development activities toward self-
susta'ining ope ration .. 
Serious consideration should be given to the formation of a water co-op 
which is constituted of the State, County and various large private landowners 
and water users within the district. The purpose of this suggestion is to open 
the door for possible approaches for the future. A number of interviews were 
conducted with both public and private individuals in the district and the gene ral 
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feeling was that such a possibility should be explored in Phase II of this Plan. 
The water rights involved in the North Kohala district consist of two 
type s - (1) those rights to g roundwate r c ontained within the Kohala Mountain 
dike system and the b a s a l lens (although there is no definitive right established 
to the se wate r s, it has gene rally been accepted in the state of Hawaii that the s e 
waters belong to the overlying landowners) ; and (2) those surface water rights 
which traditionally go w ith the land under Hawaiian law. It is the feeling of this 
inve stigator that the wate r rights situation should not be emphas ized in great 
detail in this Plan. The reason for this is that water rights in the history of 
Hawaii have presented a number of serious c onstraints to the efficient manage-
ment and development of the wate r resources of the State. It is felt that a more 
pos itive approach of community coope rat ion should be initiated with this Plano 
Water should not have a price tag on it. It should be considered essential to the 
life of the community, and therefore is pric eless. The obje c tive of this Plan is 
to provide water to sustain and enhance the community. Therefore , it is felt 
that maximum effort should be applied toward the object ive of cooperation on the 
part of the landowners and water rights owners, including the state of Hawaii. 
Land ownership in the d istr ict of North Kohala presents another problem 
in the pursuit of the Kohala Water Plan. In the- p ast, the ownership has limited 
the capabilities of agri-business» particularly in the case of the Koha la Sugar 
Co. The complexity which exists between the water ownership and the land 
ownership has been one of the primary reasons for the demise of the Kohala Sugar 
Co. To explain this a little more, the water rights were divided among the 
state of Hawaii, the Bisho p Estate and the Kohala Sugar Co. The pla nta tion 
distribution system, including the Kohala ditch~ was owned and operated by the 
Kohala Sugar Coo Because the Kohala -Sugar Co. did not own the primary or base 
flow source for the Kohala ditch, it was limited in its sphe re of capital improve-
ment. For the Kohala Sugar Co. to go into the windward side of the Ko.hala 
Mountain meant a great deal of capital investment which must be spent on the owner-
ship of others. A second point, in relation to land ownership, is that some land 
parcels owned by the Kohala Sugar Co. were separated by the land ownership of 
others. This provided for a difficult situation in the development and transportation 
of wate r, as well as othe r ope rat ional problems fo r the plantat ion. He re again, 
consideration must be given to the community solution as opposed to either a 
gove rnment or private solution to any problems in the district of North Kohala. 
SUMMAR Y OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PHASE II 
In order to pursue the Kohala Water Plan in a systematic and rational 
manner, it is recommended that the Task Force organize a group of consultants, 
either private or public, which can deal with the specific and detailed problems 
in Phase II. The primary effort should be applied to: 
1. A detailed evaluation of the powe r situation. 
2. An evaluation of water rights with the objectives of the Plan in mind. 
3. Defining how the land ownership-agricultural situation can best be 
overcome to provide for the efficient growing of crops and for the 
efficient development and transportat i on of water to the subject 
lands. 
4. Evaluate and develop a suitable water organizat ion to meet the 
overall objectives of the Task Force and the community. 
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5. Explo re the mo st effie ient method of deve loping wate r to meet 
both agricultural and domestic needs for the future. 
6. Determine the water resources potential of the basal lens and 
the dike system within the mountain and also the most appro-
priate method of utilizing the surface runoff. In this connection, 
it is recommended that the Task Force immediately take action 
to retain the principal gauging stations 'along the Kohala ditch 
for the future management of the system. The State has 
presently determined that these gauges are no longer needed 
for the evaluation of the water rights within the ditch complex. 
It is recommended that the physical stations be retained and 
that it will not be necessary to operate any gauges at this time. 
Be cause of the complexity of the Kohala W ate r Plan and the ultimate obj e c-
tives of the Plan, it seems far more appropriate to undertake the pursuit of the 
Plan by means of independent consultants who are coordinated by a ,senior consul-
tant than to farm out the individual problems to the various government- and 
private agencies that presently exist. It will be very difficult to properly coordi-
nate the activities to a common objective and still integrate the knowledge of . 
various spec ialists. 
In order to obtain the proper organizational structure for pursuing Phase II, 
it is recommended that Frederick Erskine, William Thompson of the Department 
of Land and Natural Resources and Stephen P. Bowles, consultant for Phase I, 
together organize the personnel involved for the sursuit for Phase II. Because 
of the preliminary nature of Phase I, it is difficult to define all of the problem 
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areas which may ultimately be faced during Phase II. For this reason a certain 
amount of flexibility must be retained in the organization. Continuity is essential 
to the success of the Kohala Water Plan, and Phase III must begin immediately 
after the completion of Phase II. The thrust of Phase III will be to assume the 
operations, maintenance and construction required for water service. 
In summary, the preliminary investigation has focused attention on the 
major problems faced in pursuing the Kohala Water Plan. The re are also a 
numbe r of smalle r problems which must be solved'. and a g roup of consultants 
appears to be the best method of achieving success. The major problems faced 
in the next two to three years are those of res olving the power problem, organi-
zing the proper water utility operation, getting a clearer definition of the various 
plans being developed for both agricultural and domestic uses and, perhaps most 
important of all, maintaining and operating the existing water facilities. Monies 
appropriated for water development are best applied towards restructuring the 
water resource situation in the North Kohala district and in . providing the tools 
necessary for the economic growth for the future. 
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job I but is ,,;ol'th doil1(: on other et'OUnd;i.) , 
l'r.;pro'lo tl~o f<:.rshnll flumo!l ltOasurine r·plantntjon ,'Wa.tor f , 
ahnnd of tho :'~.'l..i.n w~ir. . , . ~ 
Chock ratin~ of At;dni ,.,~ir. . ' . , " , 
~' nop~lr lo~ ~, bulhh;:!:;,d. 
Opera-to b~)l.l:hcad throurh a co:r,",1')lato cycl~ in: d.ry \;f~~thE)r. 
Clo~o . «nd lo~va clo~cd a':>o~t a r.lC'nth, thon opon 2nd lQ~vO . 
open abo~t 0.. Zl!onth l co~uting l!onok.:mo l';ui flow as ti:lin 
u(:ir i'loiJ lcs~ the flo~:!) of I.wini la:ator, Uonok;l.ne pump 
watcrl nnd 'l}l'l.'1~tion \J:J.ter. ' 
. . . , 
In order to oclcct a sito for tho c?ccnd bulkho;ld ~ho followinG v111 
be nvcos~ar.1: 
, 1. ·"· Current meter GurYoy in tunnel to dotarmine inno~ point.ti~ 
2. Study of cl ti tude unci structure or dike3- in t~~nnol. ' 
', .. 
, .. ' ., 
" , 
Pu~:nin~ frc"!! c!!l(c Hello in HonoJ.:t410 :Jui 
------~-,------------------------------
An c.ldditionnl ';;~l:J of developing dike tJtoraco iii' Honokuna 1\\11 has 
bt:)cn tn~Cte~ t".::d I p\.!1nplne from ll. uell or_ells to be drillod in tho dik~ 
, co~p\..rt;::cnt5. 
. . 
One s1 to for tJi:ch no "1~11 that · 10 obviou~ly going to bo of 1ntcroot 
io ju::;t aoCl""o tho r.r:lh., i!onox&"1o Iiui int.aJ.:e. \ This site is about 100 feet . , 
!~:it'he~'" in clcv~~tion tha.'1 thCl lo·,,!<!st outcrop of a Inrce diY.c, ~10. :10Xt to tho 
.. " lot.:c::;t ciik~ r.l;;pr>ed in the vr.!llcy. Tha oe::re() to 'uhich oth,:!r dikl):l or other 
strl:ctt;~oO co.il this cc~:purt:':H~nt to tho north it; uncarta1n, and the! ltater 
U',~lo in t~i:.; co;-:pn:rtm.::nt r.;;;.y be so low that pur.jpin:1 13 unocor.o~:Jl\.. .u. It Tfay 
be vor-y dc:;ir2.ble J ttcl-cforoj to j,!1vo~jt.lr.t.to other Ditc3 further }\1.:\l.=.l=n a.r£cl 
farther into tho dika zona. The folloj';inc.; will ba nocoDoary ntcps in evalua~ . ' 
tine t!~o pO~!,j1bili ty of covclopinc '~a.tor from Q. \1e1l in the dll:a zono tmd 
, (;clcctit"lZ a $uit3t>lo site: 
, .. 
1. Current noter Gtudy or strOX:1 cAin!J in tho vAlley'. 
2. Stvdy .of tho pO::Jltion l :atit.udo, thickno9:J, ood structuro 
of tho d1}~o:J ou t.ct'vPJ:,inC in the vt1ll1oy. 
, , 
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KOIL\LA CORPORATION 
' 1...-
USEFUL INFOR}lt\TION - DJ:CEHIlER 31,-1971 
. PUNP DATA: 
Electrical Pumps: 
6 Pumps - Capacity 25.5 N.G. Day 
5 Bo~s~er - Capacity 13.5 N.G. Day 
Pump Pipe Lines and Syphons: 
Hoea and Booster 
Waikane 
Low Lift Kohala 
Kohala Old Stable to Ni11 
Halelua Concrete r.(~scrvoir to Kohala Old Stable 
Mill to Mill Reservoir 
Kohala Pump to Mill 
Kohala Mill to Ainakea (Across 
Akamoa Gulch 
Waiauai Gulch) 
Kumaku3 Gulch 
Waikaulapala Gulch (Union Ni11 
Mill Cistern to Cooling Pond 
No. 
Pernlanent FllHii-:: L1 no c: 
O.H. 
Trash F1L: ~ncs at Hill 
R.W. Box Irrigation Flumes 
Concrete FluJl1(; to lIalelua Cistern 
IRRIGJ\TION PIPE LINSS: 
1) 
Total 
Total 
Hawl -Ala,ll "e {,: 1 12 ... 3/4" & 10 ... 3/4" . 
Honomakau-Union 12 ... 3/4" & 10-3/4" 
UpC'lu 1f1 20", 12-3/4" & 10 ... 3/4" 
Ainakca-Union 14", 12-3/4" & 10 ... 3/4" 
Hawi ... A1aalae fi2 14", 12-3/4" & 10 ... 3/4" 
Upo1u 112 24" 6< 12-3/ t." 
Upolu #3 16" & 12-3/4" 
Upolu 114 14", 12-3/4" & 8 ... 5/8" 
Total 
Appendix C 
24" Pipe 
16" " 
13~" " 
13~" II 
24" " 
21" " 
2[." 
" 
20", 24" 
" 24" .. 
24" " 
12-3/4" II 
20" If 
.25 l-Hle 
.06 " 
.22 " 
9,080 Fc'?>t: 
12,601 " 
11,685 " 
16,460 " 
15,020 " 
11,707 " 
6,216 " 
7 ,5l.9 
" 
90 .. 318 Feet 
Page 1 of ~ 
5,900 
3,000 
. 343 
775 
1,600 
650 
1,775 
1,733 
650 
608 
1,500 
800 
Page 75 
Tabl'2' 8 
Sheet 3 
Feet 
" 
" 
(Abandoned) 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" (Abandoned) 
" 
(Abandoned) 
" 
" 
" 
19 334 fc(~t --~---.------
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I'able 8 
Sheet 4 rSEFUL INFORHATION .. DECEHBE~ 31, 1971 
RESERVOIRS, HELLS AN)) TUNNELS: 
Reservoirs: 
Number - Total 
Total Capacjty of Reservoirs 
Wells: (Connected to Pumps) 
Hoea 
Waikane 
Kohnla 
. HaiClula 
Union Ni11 
Union Nill 
Tunnels! 
Nall:~ 
~.( Li ndsey 
t-1cGi 11 (3) 
Ita len·ra 
* \~att 1 
\~att 2 
Oldin8 
Co,.., Fen 
'Ie IIapllhnpni 
Koelling 
Puu Nimi 
Bond Relief 
Pae 
Hurphy 
\~a i pun.:.lla \l 
Naulua 
Union 
Bond 2 
if 1 
:;:=2 
Shaft 
46 Ft. 
25 " 
115 " 
500 " 
412 " 
470 " 
Elevation 
2,2.50 Ft. 
2,100 II 
1,000 " 
1,750 " 
1,700 " 
1,600. It 
1,700 " 
. 1,350 If 
1,600 " 
1,200 " 
1,000 If 
720 " 
1,250 
1,575 
750 
900 
1,450 
1\ 
" 
It 
.. 
.. 
Sump 
15 Ft. 
17 " 
20 It 
... 
Lengt1l 
300 Ft. 
1,000 " 
380 " 
1,230 
1,658 
. 930 
1,000 
1,076 
255 
300 
1,038 
25 
300 
200 
150 
180 
700 
" II 
II 
It 
It 
" 
.. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
It 
" 
" 
19 
224 Million Gallons 
Tunnel 
1,612 Ft. 
690 " 
673 " 
.. 
Supplies 
Kaauhtlhu Ilomesteads etc. 
Twin Reservoir (Abandoned) 
Macadamia Orchard 
Haul Vi11Clge 
Kohala Ditch (Abandoned) 
" --' . ( " ) 
Kohala Ditch ( 
lJcn~i ViII age 
" 
Kohala Ditch Honokane 
\ , 
Kohala Ditch Niulii 24 
Kohala Nill &. Halaula Subdivision 
Po}elt1 Harehouse 
Niulii Village 
Kohala Ditch 
~~kapala Village 
Union Camp (Abandoned) . 
lole (Abandoned) 
* Subdivision water systems to be transferred to County at a later date. 
Appendix C Page 2 of 3 
KO!lALA CORPORAtION 
USEFUL INFOr.JlATION r<' I)EC;:-r-mER 31 J 1971 
IRRIGATION: 
Ditches: 
Concrete Lined: 
Union 
Main Supply Earth Ditches 
Hawi 
Union 
Kohala 
Surface Irrigation: 
Area 
Overhead Gravity Irrigation: 
Area 
STORN DITCHr~s: 
Total 
Soil Conservution & Diversion Ditches 
OO:-'!ESTIC \..' ... \Tf::R H'\.IN PJP!i' I !f':ES: 
Niulii ... 2" and 2J;!" Galv. Pipe (NurphY ' Tunncl) 
. 
1.52 Niles 
\ 1.2.60 I Hi 1es 
1.10 It 
5.,78 " 
19 ... 48 Niles 
1,242 Acres 
3,164 Acres (Net) 
123,989 Feet 
Nakapala ro 3", 2", l}l" and l~" Galv. Pipe (Haulua Tunnel) 
lIalawa .. 2Ji " Galvo Pjpc (Halm,"a \':ater: Head) (Aericultural Use) 
Kohala " 10", 5" and 4" C.l a Pipe (2 Nill Lines from Steel Tanks) 
Kohala .. 3" C.l. Pipe (Skilled Cmnp from Steel Tilnks) 
Union -. 3", 2)2" and 2" Galv. Pipe (Union Tunnel) 
Bond .. 8" and 6" C.l. Pipe (Bond Relicf to St~el Tanks) 
Bond .. 6" Transite Pipe (Not in Use) 
Hawi ... l~" Ha\d Vi llage to Herbicide Plant 
Hc~a .. 3" Galv. Pipe (Kahe.i to Cistern At Reservoir7) 
Total 
SE\~ER SYSTENS: 
I. tt 6" 8" . 
ll~ J 000 
13,300 
9,000 
7,000 
2,000 
13,000 
8,800 
1,850 
Page 77 
Table 8 
Sheet. 5 
Feet 
" 
" (Abandoned) 
" 
II (Abandoned) 
" 
( 
" 
) 
" 
tI 
3,500 . tI 
5,700 
" 
7~~t,). 50 Feet 
Hawi Village 2,275 Ft" 4,035 Ft e 280 Ft. (Hainly Abandoned) 
Halaula Village 7,400 " 3,205 
,. 4,080 " ( " " ) Niulii Camp ... 450 
" 
(Abandoned) 
Total 9,675 F~ .. 7, 24~. Ft. ~8J9 Ft. 
===- -
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UCTRJC: 
Iobala 
Hoca 
ilaikaae 
Ha1elua 
1'41011 11 
L'niOil 12 
OT11. 
. . 
Dfrect Labor 
11011" A80unt 
7) $197.38 
112.1 lOl.55 
7 17.85 
• 
· 
· · 
· · 
192.1 $U6.78 
-
I. 
IOHA1A CORroRAiIOH 
WLYSJS (\, fVMPU:C COSTS 
fOa 1Jfl YEAR J).l)tD JAtiUARI 31, 1912 
. . 
.. 
r,.,. 33 
SehcclUie17I' 
- ._.- r 
== 
~ ... . ": . . .. 
CUSStFIC\TJO!'f OF f:Xr&"lS£.~ I .' . , . 
SerYlce Charns Mtllkr c.aU2RI Wolte!: ~~ . 
Cost 
Electric Per 
~terla1s Sundries Current !boN Total Jrr1~o!1!~1L _l!Il1_ ~Jl.1£ ,-TJt!!.L ~t!:9..-
-... 
$3,028.40 $ • $ 2l,5n.81 $ 7,298.19 $ 32,116.71 • 1,350.432 
· 
1.350.432' $23.7826 
1,205.27 1.68 18,881.25 6,601.96 26,991.71 698.333 
· 
• ~98.333 38.6516 
161.67 3.16 8,971.10 3,464.41 12,619.06 339.751 ~ 
· 
3J!t.151 31.1421 
5.32 
· 
13,966.19 769.67 U,141.11 . 
· 
190.58" 190.SM \".3506 
106.65 
· 
21,656.78 1,8SS.97 23,619.40 293.570 
· · 
293.570 80.4558 
265.28 
· 
29.308.19 1.~'!~dL _&417.79 331.425 
· · 
331.425 94.7961 
$4,ln.S9 $5.04 $114,377.52 $21,8~.59 $141,506.52 1,663.079 1.3SO.4~2 190.58<1 3,204.095 $44.1642 
I: 
-==t=-
Utt In Cost 
Feet UftlJli 
Inc1udin& 1 H.e. 
~~.H!»9_ _~.~~.o_t_ 
215 $.0865 
US 
.2"' 
220 .1688 
438 .1166 
965 .0834 
tv .2257 
329 .1l42 
» 
"'0 
"'0 
CD 
:l 
C. 
..... 
~ 
t::::1 
-0 
OJ 
to 
CD 
N 
a 
..., 
N 
Ba81s·2.45~/KwHr. 
Kohala 
Hoea (Low) 
(H1) (Ditch end) 
Waikane 
Halelua 
Union 11 (965 Hd.) 
Union 12 
Uni on 12, (450 E lev. ) 
.... Est • . 
. Useful ' 
Power Cost/MG Life 
, $ 26.07 
· 36.19 
'. 47.05 
"18.29 
86.26 
85.18 
84.20 . 
46.68 
. 10 Yrs. 
10 " 
10 .. 
3 ' U 
10 It 
16 " 
. 16 " 
.' 
. ) 
I' 
:·1 
Average Est. Annual Maintenance 
. 'Cost For Est • . LJfe 
9,000.00 
4,000.00 
1,000.00 
3,000.00 
850.00 
1,500.00 ' 
1,500.00 
1,5.00.00 
(Inc1; elev. etc.)" 
(+. 4,000 above) 
(Al t • to· above) 
NOTI';:' Th9 maintenance figure is for pump ar.d well pip1ng only 'to pump dischargo. 
.. f . 
• " 
3/16/73 .. 
~ , 
.. 
,: 
.,... --- - .... ., .:' .. , 
For "K.S. Co Files" 
Author nqt stated 
Gcnnro.l h:t:~t.ory, cnginecrin3 f()n tu.rca, 
rsil~tonmce and dischDJ~l:O dats 
~~he KO:l:-:.l~~ Dit.ch CO!:1p:-ny, Libitcd" t"a~ orD{~r'..ized in tbe year 
1S'3;'+' fer the P"'::"'l ;':';:;c of t.h0 ~ cvelor;r.cr:t r~r.:l furnizhing' of \'13.ter for dO;':l3~tic . 
:t..,:; j .. r-r'; ,,,.,1 t~, '!"'11 ·..,·'1· ....... 0..,i'>~· '~11 ~h(:\ d; t'"tl"'i~t of 11' "'h'Jl~ Isl ~nd o1.,p lla\····l~l.° . 
" c..· u ..... .., L4j,.. '-"_ t.l.._ 1 ...... 4. 1-' ..;1,- w _ l..!_ .A.iJ -., ~ LA..;.,./ <..... _, _  • 'c . ..l.. 0 
'. 
The CC"·;-.i~·. 2.ny ncquiro3 it.c ri.c:ht. to tho '-:atcr l'.'hich \';a~ developed 
fr0~. ~,~.:'.) sourcC':}, f:'r!jt ~1dcr ~ licCI1~~ .. f!'c·:t tho '1'31Titory of H:!Haii 
ur:":c:~ (~at.o of 1'::tl"'cl1 12, lC;O!~ ., to one J~ S. Lo'w't', for a P~l'j.O:.l of 50 yoarc 
to (':;~.cr upon, C(i~"fin() 1 con~er'''c, collect ~ impoun ~! ~\nd divort all the 
rU:1!13.r;~.; :n c~ turo.l s'lirfr:.ce ""i.~tcr on that pOl"ticn of th~ .Island of Hc).\iaii 
C ~ l 1 r.:1 r ~' ("> }"! ' 'l''~ ., 1 •• 'l}-, C IlVO·'lrll·· • .t r ~ , ~, :l1""a 1·laJ • er s k~d" l·Th·ole h 11· cen c> r.:> ,·r? s . d,' 1 "I:r ." _,_~,, ,) ...... c.. __ ,} . _ 11. A :.. •• _<. • . •••• 1. , t:.,h.1,.l ~ ". ,1 ... " , " ••. • .)v CI. 4..L.J 
~. ~;.:ic:·~'c.l to thJ !':cblla Ditch Cc;;r-m1Y, Lill1i ted and ~eccnd, carta.in leases 
J" ..... -··., · ··t~ ·· ,> t·,,,~,:,CciC: 0(\ .Lh:'l B .~ T3l.°rt...op ",'ot!'>te cc'''er'';'''(Yall +110 ,rrJ.. · .... ~ of 
- -" .. .... ,'- · .... \. ..... ~L· . ~.J _ u '-." j. J.. ,_ ,,-~l £'1."> '":l. , '" .I ... , .. > • _ ..... , .. ~ctl'~. \.:1' 
~.lo".'\ :,h""' l-'!'> ,..,f lIC'··o~ --" l··n c1"tca' l'fo\r""""bn r ' 19 1001 fOl"'" tC' l"n of 1,0) .. v 'C:1,"-:' 
ow v ~~."~j " " ~' u. " #. "t · ..... ,~\ • . \,..a.... ,"/~, . u J - . ...... ~ .. ) #~-ue 
'rho p)"o:ic~t \."HS pre'moted by lk;3~rs. J. T. 1!cC1"o:J~i6n ~ John ~.'. Pill"l :(! r 
~u;~l ~!C' L!'l Ii:tr'1" t:."Ji} t.ho Cc:-np:my H~. :J illCO!'''po!'':ttcd 'on S0pt.ember 9, l<)Oh, 
,·,~j::··h ~: ('. ~\p:i.t('..l of ~~5GO;OC:).OO 0':' Hhich onl~r h6C;J,w.s po.:i.d in 01' ~);~JoJ;ooo.eo .. 
Iri '::(~~ it~.on fil'~t l ::,~?·tLnGO, ci.x p~r' con":" thirty yCQ.r eold bondJ Hore 
~. cr~'C':~ to t.he p~):" \·£tlue of ~~500,OCO.OO ~I~d. sold to l''.~t th3 ICom;x~ny 
. ~ , 1: .(' r ~. rI rV"l 
'. ".!.",. -' ,'- ~ ~. ( '-' v CI 
In JS1l.j $ t:;. 30 })(:r e,:'~!t, aos~s~r;ant on st.ocl~hcldcrs· Vl2S J.8,.ried to 
'_ ~ ."' • . ' .• J" .'~~ .:_ •. ' ..... . -:. •• ,..,,, .... cr. ,'., 'r} r.(v"\ ('''' ,"r }" ' " O~T' -i,,· ,.ie'\.,tcc"L""t:'C"<" '~ro""~"rc" ~, .... thtl, 
, . "'_.1 _ ,,, .L..)_:.,v,-,v.v\) lId .''''", J .... _,.", .1.., L ....... iJ .J..4JV\{J.. ~ v.; • 
CS::~::~y ::1 the t:;'..~:" : ·h~; ;,;~ of t bo Gc-j)itul :;toC!( of the Echena \'!atcr Cornp~n:.r 
""" .... - -""" ,,,,: . 't'"\ 
~ - v·_ A • •• _4 0 
.• ' '1 . 
Cons·~.':"".!ct.:i.cn uns c c;:-'::Isnc~d j.ll J(~n~Hl~J 1905 ~:1cl ccrr.pletcd as far \" : 
~~.~ }!.?,,; ..• _: h " 1t,"1t:' J' , 00!., , ."", r •• , t'~ e fo rl'Y'f'l O .... '~IU· Dry tC)O'''' J)13co "nd clf)l'i vr,,"r'Y ~"r :. ,I "Iro. .. _ ':~ _ '_; .... / '-, _i-A_... ..~ . .}.i ...... .I.t.:l. , ... " . u ....,. ... _ o.JJ,. • 
I..~f ·,:::.t.c: :-' C":'!:':!1S~~C:l, 'Gho re!.i,:,~,!dcr of th0 ditch, that. is, to t.he P!>(;zc~rt 
2!1:l r:L l-'t~~:..J..::~ .:'.. \ .;:,~::, ccnplctcd tC.:;(:'l"'CS tbl~ cr~.:i' of the fo)~o\':ine yc[!.ro 
. ' .. 
TIn con~)tn}.c.t.ion of, tho Kehcno. Ditch ":35 ~t::l.'rtcd in 1912 ~!ld 
eO:-lf.lcr~:.cd ill 191h, \.n~::l0r th::: ~:ur<n"visioJ.l of P. "j~' P. Bluett, the then 
. :'U.l'~~'j·!::.tfc;r. (i(;nJ(, o 
In '01(\ "7;"d 1°10 t···o C>"'I,\..'-r-11.··"tl','·'''1 p"rr· nt.~ 
_. __ ... -
0 ~'-. ~ .. , .. . "" .I......... c.. ..... -. '" I '. ' ..., , 
ditchc::;, :·:.~!'l~l1~e::; r.iJd pip~lin~:J \::n'e ccnst:"'l.\r:tcd in 
up r. .c: ·~i:.t:: . (;::::?l ~·:':·.t.G-r t ~ ~lC'.J· the !::::.in ditch u:1d·:;r · t;10 
F. c. I~ccllir:~, sU~,)~J.·interdent r..~d civil cnGill'~er • 
'-1 .. 1 .. I 
/ 
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In 1932-33, 1125 feet 01' contO'.lr devclopm'Jnt tunnels ne,~r the site 
or the Honokane }'l;nps \'lere constructed on three sererate ash bed3, from ,·;hich 
Gpring~ Here is~uing, the attempt increased the nO\': by nbcl.lt one half million 
gallon:; dailyo 
, .. " "~.., 
lined, to 
' provide a 
• , .,,1-
Betueen 1934 and 1939, 6552 feet of the Al'~ini Ditch ·\~ci';' concrete 
co nseryo l'.-ater being lost a~ong the HonckCUle-nui guJ.ch and so as to 
~ore r~b-rul~r source of pm'ler for tha pu.tlps. 
Bet~'/ecn 19J~1 and 1947 a develop.'1ent , turme:l, at the head of Honok['Jlc·~n.'..l.i 
gulch at ~,n elevation of 1900 feet "las driyen. Thiz tunnel 1B62 feet long, 
pierced 23 dyl(es). (hard rock forwations, from a. feu inches in \".'idth to 10 feet 
in thicl:n3~s, reing ¥ertical intrusions in the general lava mass); nnd the 
prescnt (19L:.8) di~churee is 4,000,000 gallons of. \lat.er daily. This tunnol is 
to be clo~cd about 500 feet in from the port.o.l, by a bulkhead Hi. th co ntrol 
vnl VCD, SO thn. t the urea. bet\:een dykes can he made to act as a st.orage rcscr\'"oir. 
In 1921 th~ K. D. Co., Ltd. '-tas declared C\ Public Utility tiond on 
January 1, 192J .. , it purch2.~ed from KohaJ.a Sugar Company all of tlv3 plclnt~ticn 
electric distribution lines and commenced tho sa.le o.n1 distritr..ltion of 
eloctric energy i~ the North Kolula Districto 
The system as co nstruoter:! and nOi'l operated, consists of three 
soparato divisions, n!lmely the A"lini section, beg!n.."ing at ,elevntion 19Z7 
._ feet, in th~ \'!i'1.iloa stream and endi. .... lg attl1'C measuring \-reir (elevat:i.on 1881 
-rt'et) -r.,~0(r~ t~!,~ f~lls in P.oncl:Cl~ .. ·r.uiJ ..2...lT~)~9S in lenGth. Thiv 5y~tcm i::; 
pl"[.:.ctic~]'J.:'y" all underground in tunnels of nhct\t 5 feet by 6 foet in section, 
~r:d hn5 ~ r.'_1.x.iJn~lm capucity of 30 million gnlilons dnily, b.l t ha3 stoppod 
flo· .. rlng r;.t the falls after a p~olongod draught . of about;; mont.hs dut'aticn.' 
TJJ~_J~ph~_~_~f:.g1:-J.9.n is 13l.mi1es long, beginninS ' at ole\"ation 1035 
feet in the HO~lol~ano-nui an:! endllig at elevation 935 f.eet. at , Puaken., tho 
,,:~ste:!'ly bOi.lndnry of th~ Haul section. The maximum capacity, of this section 
"las constrll.cted for- n daily dischc..rge of' 75 million gallons: but to dnte 
tho r.m,Xir:um daily delivery utilized has been 50 milli~n_ callons and the 
rrJ.nil:1tun flc1'! lO~ liLi,llion gallc:1s daily from Honokane-nui. The tUl1!lcls are of 
horcc8hoc section 6 feet by 8 feet, the red~ .. ;ood box flumes ':c~:t~ 5 feet by 7 feet 
and the opsn COl1crotc lined dit.ches 4 feet by 10 feet. 
Th'.3-l(p,hs!.D!l~'i~:...~~g!! lh mj.lc5 long, depends 'pr-irrE,rily on 'su'lfacc 
runoff for its \-rater supply, starting at elevation 4195 feet in th~ Gov't 
Lmd of Kau3.:i.llae lanka and crossinG the la.'1ds of lCahua Hunch and Parlcel" Rancho 
rolivc::"ing j.ts Hat~r il1to t"TO res~l'voi:rs, tho Kehena RO~lervoir, 20,OOO"oaJ 
t;ollons' C[~p:~city at 61cnm.tion 2500 feet and Puuokumau RG~0r'"oir 150,000,000 
gal10nz c[.!.p~:~it.y at elevation laSO feet. The t\mnels F.:.st ..... t .. feet by 6 feet 
in section, the di tchc~ vary in size \.:i th the gradient and the nl:tXirJum 
cap:\cit.y is 50~080,OJO gallons daily. From the outlet of fUuokum.!l.u reservoir, 
tho cti t,cb delivering ,·:e.ter to the plantation, has a capa.city of 71 million 
gall·.:>ns, and the average del:l.vcry is 3 million g~llons daily. 
-' 
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Saven rainfall stations are maintained, tOBether ~r.i.th th-3 011'3 
on tho SUJl!!!1it of the Kohal;). HOllntains at elevation 5505 feet, thc:3e t¥.lve 
demo:lstratcd that the r~..Y~n pcrcipitation 1s bet";een the 35(X) ~rrl 
4000 foot contours, this over a period of 43 years, has ShO ... 'l tho average 
percipitation ut this elevntion t~ be abou.t 200 inches per year. 
\~nt.ershe.d e'n:! Runoff 
ihlno,fr M. G. 
Average 
Area &snare J.1;,lcs 
-........,. ---- ~ . .- ...... ~. Hin. , .lli;.11 vo r:',: 
t 
.1. l! "lair~nu 2.00 Fut'J.re Ext-cnsion 
-
,. 
f , 
1. 2~ Laupahoehoe 3.50 n II ~ 
Aaini 9.00 n •• ,30 1.1. 8 
Hono!(r.:n~ 4.50 II II ) 6~ ) 
Honc!:~ne Pump~ • 
.f II ) 2 ) 16 
Hcno!:u!:t) 'r\l.~ln!::l 
• 
.f II ) 45 4 ) 
Plr.n~'D.tion 11.00 II II ) 5 
Kchen~ 3.00, n II 50 ., .... .3 
n 2.00 If II 50 ~ ') ... 
!!.:?~rrLT.Q.t!\l s 
Kohcl.a. Syntem 24.50 45 12 ' 29 
Kohen;}. Sy~tcrl 3.00 50 3 
Aft~r Niu~i.i and Union Plantation "Jere united and later on in 
.'1937, nftor all tho plantationn in the eli strict \-Ioro taken ovor by 
Kcht'.l:l S:\~(\r CCi-:,p::ny, til e stret:.ms betl'!Ccn Po101u' and Kapaau, togetb'Jr 
"lith ether n-i.railablc plv.ntation \':aters \'icre put int.o the .. Kohc..la system, 
~':h~n noJc. required for o"' ... ~,~x- us~s; lJy intakes and measuring \'lair:; being 
o~eratcd fo~ this pUl~OG3. 
There are 22 intnl:eo on the Au:tni - Kchaln syztom and nomo 30 
intalccn on the I\chcn~ OystCf.l, ":i ~h neccsGo.ry control cato~, dam:J, 
aluiccs an1 spill'.·;ays. , 
On t.h e e~tire sy~te:n there arc SOale 55 miles of mule tr~il!3 am 
fOUl" mUo~ of fo~)'t; traj~s leading to the intnkeo; which are very picturesquo 
arlctia\-~e ettrC'.ctcj m~ny vi 8i tOl"'S. 
IntD.lw~l 
stl'cCJn t!r;d~l"p~~~ !:iC~ 
Section 
~1!:. 
16 
1 
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Kehcn:'l 
30 
1 
. PhyoiCtll 
~ivi~ions. Awi.ni 
. 
. . 
.. . 
Section 
Kohal~ Kehena 
10 Armco 19 (17 Red''Iood 2 R. 1'1. 3' \. ",., /. , , '. , .. 
~als 
Honol:ano Ash-bed TU .. nncls 
Honol~(!l'le Dy~:c Tlm~els 
Open Di tc1~cs . 
.' Drop Ditches (Stre~~s) 
Re5CrVO).!'3 
CcntrifuGnl }'umps 
9 mUes 
. 2 Armco) 
7 miles 
2850 teet 
1991 teet 
, . 6 miles 
-2 
2 3/4 miles 
s~ miles 
6 mile 3 
2 miles 
I 
.J _ _ 
<" .-
o +-
I.JI I /1.[. .. 
Hu.le Trails 25 miles 
2 mi1en 
'15 milp,t=j' 15 miles -~-- \ oJ 
Foot Trn11s". 
Roa.ds 
Bridges 
StOt'l'3 Lini.n£; 
Concrete \Tall 
. Concret.e Arch ' 
Plaster Lining 
Concreto Heirs 
Ventul"e l1cters 
Reco~crJ 
Telophone Line 
Phones 
Th'lel1ings 
\'la.rchou 50S l: Stabl'3s 
Pac)( .11\110s 
&1ployccz 
Pri'r"l=l.ry I.lin~$ 
Secolld:'lj~ Lines 
S'l.!b-stations 
Tl'U!lSformcrs 
Deters 
4 wooden 
i milo 
II miles 
t mile 
~ mile 
1 
1 5i 
4 
2 
2 
2 
5 
'1 mile 
8 wooden 
12 masonry & 
concroto 
'6 Diles 
2 miles ' 
1 mile 
4 miles 
25 
2 
10 
24~ 
15 
12 
S 
11. 
23 
32 lilies with Sa3 polos" 
13 Diles with 450 poles. 
:3 
92 
J. 'mile 
2! Idles 
4 ·m.lJ..es 
8 ~-ee 
~ Jlli.le' , 
i mile ' 
6 
5 
ll~ 
I" 
4 
J 
2 
5 
\~ith but one exception,the half mile long tu.nnel bet\-/een Pololu 
am Bonokatlo, lIhere air drills 'tare used, all of the ''fork was done by hnnd 
dl'illins. ...S!·~~11 wooden muck cars, running 011 2" x 3" \iooden rails, \·ti. th 
strap i"!~Ol{,.'t ':i~~, nniled to Kukui ties formnd the main means of transportntion 
ill tho tup.llcl0 • . 
A boe:.t.. lc-.nding, ~'i th a ha.nd operate,d derick wa::J used a t Hono~ 
kanc.!!ci, for J!lat~t"iE'.ls and supplies required on the Awini Sectiono 
" 
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This lr1.Jldine ,.,as snrved by small Intor-Inlund ve:; ':icls rind wbule 
boats to shore. 
. t : 
A tote!l of seventeen lives ~ero lost durinc const.ruction and up 
to date. ~ .. . 
', ' , " ;. 
Several men fell off of the trails, tmile t.hey \·mre teinc built, 
a number throu.;,;h dynamite explosions; one fell into the pump cr~.rnbcr Clnd 
bro1(p. his neck ~nother wes jammed bet,,,een a roat (used in tre.nsporting 
mat'!l'"l,nls from Niulii to Honol<ane, too heavy for mule pacl<ine) :'nc t.he :;ides 
of t.he tunn~l, from \ihich injuries he later on died • 
'. 
water D0~~rtm-erlt 
, Awini - Kohc:.1a System 
Kahena. System 
Honokanc Pump System 
Dyke 'I'..llluels . 
. , 
., . . 
. . 
. ( 
. 'j 
; , 
, . . 
: .. 
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· 52,237.75 
7,952.Jh 
66,hll.6h., 
13.706.27 
O~7 Of)~ 91 ~o I"'~ • 
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:~l:.:~~ 
: .... ".. 
.. 
-
'3 
., 
5 
6 
i 
:" 
:l>; 
"tJ 
"tJ 1',) 
m 
::J 
a. 
~. 1 
X 
JT1 : 
3 
~ 
5 
-U 6 
Q) 7 
\Q S m 
9 
0\ C 
0 -
-f) ~ 
-
.) 
0\ 
.i 
~ 
~ 
;-:i·:ru;';' 0F C!J;'. ; ':i':~ T 5,[.'·.11:::; t~r- fUj!\:r.~S n~ 1~'S !.:C'y.;!J,.~. TlJTCB SYSTn::. - AP:GL ) 9i3 
'_len ;~! 'lt 1.:1 st }:cxt Scheol1lcd 
I.oc;1:iQn Fc~t Size 1,t;'ltcri:ll l~cnlac('d C(\f:~i tion nenl~cc~cnt (y.st.) 
• ........ ; to i S~ctiC'!n 
t-2 7? b. ~ - r!j1co 62/&3 r<lod "3Z/~3) 
.~5 ~') . (~ 1:1. /..ll7::;C 65/66 T:xcclJcnt f5/~~) 
55 7 2 'ir~ . ! .. ~~~co 65/6G r:Y..ccJlcnt 5~/3G) 
24 i2 in. Ar.;.co 6S/6G Excellent e5/35 
c.::i:.l ;'..:ca 3G 72 in. AXT.iCO 6G/67 Excellent 86/97 
:; j~C'oka 5 .~ ~4 in. Arr.-,co 1969 Excellent Life Undetermined 
K~'.:.::i:!i - 4'5 84 in. J\ ll.iCO 64/65 Excellent . 84/85 
E~· !;0-rUC- 36 .... , . ..,.c;. ~!1. !"r;,~~o 62/63 Good 82jS3 
~~n'_' !~c~ 54 4'x5' (r:st) \\'ood 64/65 Coed 84/85 
:' : ou~:~2 Lie Iki (East) 39 S4 in. Ar;':;co 1955 :.lir 75/76 
:-:(\',\1!\ SECTJ(,~ 
;;c~·)1:0. :~C ~~!.ti ('.t'c~t) 113 5':;.7' \.'co~ ~4/65 Good 89/90 
Pol:)};..: 123 -5' x7' Wood 63/64 Good R3/39 
:':::il:~:-:! r.·.ll~h (::af-t) 101 5!:Ci I Hcd"'ocd 1955 F<..ir eC/~l) 
',,';: ib:'.;l ~·tld: (::os:1 ~4 S l x7' l~!'d~\o('ld lS5G F;d.r . 31/<:'2.) 
~. i '_~l ii ~·.t"!_ c:) (;)y !1"<lin ~,'Cir) lO~ 5'x7' He c"'c cd 1955 Fair eO/Rl) 
i-;ai>:n;c f.'il-;h 105 4'x7' Concrete 64/65 F.xccJ1ent Life t;ndc~ernined 
;\a:;:,~ ;.:~ ~ f;.~ ~ C!l (r2 st) 10'3 5' :-:7' Con(:rcte 1973 r.xccllcnt Life !!ndetemined 
.. \~';:~~0C :,~lC:l C',~·cs~) 82 4'-,:.7' Concr~te 65/66 F.xceJlcnt Life tTn~etermined 
P·:1.1 ~ ':J i01~ r.·t:!.ch 64 4'xi' Co:~ ~rcte 65/66 ExceJlent Life Cndetcrmir.~d 
·.·:~:-0:-:ia ~!~1J cli ,., ... 5' ,.-"7 I ~·::-O f. : 53/64 Good .... " /"'0 :; .. ..t '-"'-, ::::/ 
:-:, l::",";;. r. ' iJ cl: IS} 5!x7r ~':::,(' d 19(\0 Good RS/F.6 
F:,l~]',J C·..!lch 119 5' x7' Conc:-ctc 1073 Excellent life Undetermined 
i".:;l:} ·)a Go,lch 42 4'x7' C~ncrcte 64/65 ExceJlent Life Undeter~ined 
tJJ:' .\~:l:l : -:~ r~.llch (Tole 3) 58 4 1·xi 1 Concrete 66/Gi Excellent I,i.fe trndetennined 
~>? " ;> 'l 0·tlch 1:1 s'~a' h'cod 1960 Good 9S/36 
•.•. <. i; : ~ ·.:~c:r:--l~ G'.llcn 1~5 S!x7' \',!ood 1958 Good 53/84 
::ar· .... ~ ·~1:: ~ ''':] ch l 34 5! x7' fkd;'::Jod 1953 GC'od S3/S4 
t:.,,\p : ~ri ·::;·.tlc;; 
"" 
4!xi' Cop-crete 5.3/64 E~ceIlcnt Life t!:1~\~ter.llned _ .... 
1\:.4:-;)k:.';~ ',l.:lc:~ IbS 5! x7' iiood 1959 Goocl 84/35 
~-~~ 
!'In 1 rroh~~ly be r~~}~ :::('c; :-:!> 
needed with )2 ~ ]Q in. n. 
alur.;inm'1 j"= pes. 
RC'Placcd with elu:-::in·.t:n l'irc-
18" 
Re':>bced with I'rcs~·tre tree ted 
Pi~e. 
" 
It 
" 
PreSS:lre treated ~ine 
Pressure treated ri~c 
PreSS1lre treatec l'ine 
Pressure treat~d ~i~c 
Pressure tr~ared ~ir.c 
" 
KOHALA CORFORATION 
USEFUL INFORHATIO ~ - DECEN~ER 31, 1971 
. SOCIAL AND RECREATIONAL ' FACILI TI ES: 
HAWI : ' 
1 , Social Hall - Camp 17 
1 Athletic Field" Union Mill 
KOHALA: 
1 Social & Meetin~ Hall 
HILL AND FACTORY DATA: 
Crusher", 3 Rolls 37" x 78" 
' 1st Hill - 3 Rolls 37" x 78" 
78" Gruendlcr Shredder 
2nd Elnd 4th Nills ... 6 Rolls 35" x 
3rd Nill .. 3 Rolls 35" x 60" 
5th Ni11 ... 3 Rolls 35" x 60" 
60" 
Plant .. 200,OOOff/Hr Q Rated Capacity of Steam Generating 
Tons Gross Cane Gr-ollnd Per Hour: 1970 184.71 1971 ~ 
Tons Sugal;' Nnnufactllred Per Day: 
PO\'~ER PJ..A?~T DATA: 
~llis 'ChalQ~~~Stcam Turbine 
\~estin[;housa Steam Turbine ... Kohala 
GQE. Steam Turbine " Kohala 
He,.;i Hydro No.. 1 
Union Hydro 
Total Capacity 
Total Power Gener.ated in 1971 
Total Po\\~er Purchased in 1971 
Total 
Total Power Sold in 1971 
* Hydro Pipe Lines: 
lIa'-11 
Union 
Total 
1970 ... 209~24 1971 ft 
9,375 
1,250 
2,500 
437 
625 
14,187 
9,065,100 
1,010,383 
10" 07 5 >_483 
1 ,_699 .. 300 
6,075 
',900 
KeVqA" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
KqV.Ao 
Ko '~aH. 
" 
K. '~'i' H. 
K~ \-1,119 
Feet 
II 
Feet 
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Water Coml11ission: No More 
Free Rides for Water TJsers 
In the last threescore and tcn ycars, 
at least 20 investigative bodies have 
been appointed to look into what should 
be done about the nation's water re-
sources. 
Now the National 'Vater Commis-
sion, created by Prcsident Johnson in 
1968, has come out with what some 
call the last water report. It is the last 
water report because henceforth water 
projects and the use of water resources 
wHl have to be integrated into compre-
hensive regional planning. I nland navi-
gation will be part of national trans-
portation policy, irrigation will be part 
of national agricultural policy, and 
so forth. ' 
The draft report is very fa' and con-
tains hundreds of recommendations. 
There will be cnough water to meet 
the country's needs for the foreseeable 
future provided that sensible pricing 
policies are adopted, says the report. 
Otherwise, it warns, certain areas, par-
ticularly in the Southwest, will he con-
fronted by increasing shortages. 
Its basic message is that the policy of 
using general tax revenue to pay for 
, water resource development has served 
its purpose. ". , . [T]he 'Vest for which 
this policy was designed," says commis. 
sion chairman Charles F. Luce, "has 
been won." 
Related to this is the fact that almost 
all water in this country-agricultural, 
industrial, navigational, and municipal 
-is being supplied to users below its 
real cost. "Water is so important that 
the country can't afford in the future 
to give it away or make it available at 
less than cost," says the commission's 
executive director Theodore Schad. So, 
says the report, most government sub-
sidies for water, projects and waste 
treatment should sooner or later be 
eliminated, and ways should be devised 
to place the financial burdens as much 
as ' possible on the lIsers of the water 
in question. Also recommended is uni-
.versal installation of water meters. 
Many cities already have them but 
others, like Ncw York City, encourage 
wastage by charging by the front foot. 
The report says the way to promote 
realistic planning ~lIHJ dl1cicnt opcr4ltion 
is to bring management as close as pos-
sible to operations. This would mean 
beefing up the capacities of states and 
localities, as well as the creation of a 
variety of types of regional compacts 
and commissions. 
This enormous compendium of criti· 
cism and recommendations has come 
out of a commission whose creation was 
originally spurred by a regionai political 
fight over interbasin transfers of water 
from the water·rich Northwest to the 
arid Southwest-specifically a proposal 
to augment the supply of the Colorado 
~asin through importing water from the 
Columbia River. Congress has since 
banned most studies by federal agencies 
for such projects. 
Reduce Federal Role 
The commission's basic philosophy 
runs counter to the trend of ever deeper 
federal involvement in the affairs of 
states and localities, and indced is com· 
patible in most respects with the think-
ing of the Nixon Administration. At 
least four of the commissioners are 
functional Republicans (one is a Demo-
crat for Nixon) and chairman Luce, 
head of Consoliqated Edison in New 
York and protege of Senator Henry M. 
Jackson (D-'Vash.), is a western 
Democrat. Luce and commissioner 
Ray K. Linsley, professor of engineer· 
ing at Stanford University, are Johnson 
appointees. Thc other five commission-
ers were appointed by Nixon: Howell 
Appling, (ormer ' Oregon secretary of 
state; Roger Ernst of Phoenix, a De-
partment of Interior official under 
Eisenhower; Josiah \Vheat of Houston, 
member of the Texas Water Quality 
Board; James Reed Ellis, a Seattle 
lawyer; and James E, Murphy, a Mon-
tana lawyer. 
Despite the western orientation of 
commission members, the report has 
come as an unpleasant shock to western-
ers 10ng-accustolTlcd to being ' suckled 
at the federal breast. For the report 
says that the thrc9 major federal water 
resource dcvcl(loment agencies-the 
Army Corps of Engineers, the Depart-
ment of Interior's Duceal! of Reclama-
tion, and the Agriculture Dep~\rtlllent's 
...J .; " r 
Apr'" \!>. \ct1~ 
Soil Conservation Sen'ice (SCS)-
should call a halt to their free or 
near-Cree draining, damming, channeliz-
ing, irrigating, and canal building. 
These agencies have performed 
nobly, but now their projects arc be-
coming increasingly marginal, says the 
report, and they have created an arti-
ficial situation that makes it advanta· 
geous for states to accept federally 
subsidized dcvelopments even when real 
costs exceed the benefits. 
Furthermore, water projects have 
been exccuted at cross-purposes with 
other federal policies. A major case 
in point is the fact that farmers are 
being paid to keep 50 million acres of 
cropland idle every year, while at the 
same time the government is paying up 
to 90 percent of the cost of reclainling 
9 million acres a year. 
To cut down on unnecessary projects, 
the commission has recommended that 
all projects authorized more than 10 
years ago be deauthorized, and that the 
government subsidize no new irriga-
tion projects before the end of the cen· 
tury on the grounds that the nation has 
enough productive capacity to meet 
foreseeable demands through 2000. 
From now on, says the commission, 
beneficiaries of irrigation projects 
~hould be compelled to repay the costs 
in full. with interest. To westerners, 
this idea spells death to agriculture. 
Said one Idaho newspaper: "To recom-
mend to Idaho that no more irrigation 
be developed until the year 2000 would 
be like telling Texas to cease drilling for 
oil and abandon all new developments." 
Stream channelization is another 
'practice that has long gone unques-
tioned. The SCS has so far straightened 
out 6,000 miles of streams and 12,000 
more are authorized. From now on 
those who benefit directly should pay 
for these projects, recommends the 
report. 
The users of inland waterways have 
not had to pay Cor thdr operation or 
maintenance, enabling them to keep 
their operating costs low and undercut 
railway competition. The commission 
says barge owners should be levied user 
fees which would be increased gradual-
ly until they covcr all costs hitherto 
borne by the federal government. Barge 
owners have protested that the recom-
mended charge, which would add 14 
percent to their operating costs, would 
kill inland watem'ays. The commission 
does not agree. 
Flood control is another kind of ac-
th'i ty that has gained its own momen-
tum. Dam building and diversion to 
r .... 
-\!nabfc floodplains 10 be devcloped is 
a popular Corps activity that is paid ' 
for by fcd\!ral taxpay\!rs. However, as' 
was prov\!d dramatically in South Da-
kota and the Northea~t last year, dams 
may rcduce floods but they can't pre-
vent them. Indeed, despite extensive 
dam building. annual damage from 
floods has. gone up to S J billion a year 
-this because buck-happy developers 
move into "safe" floodplains and then 
sell out, leaving valuabl\! flood-prone 
commercial and residential develop-
ments. The commission recommends 
that there be increased regulation of 
floodplain development, and that hith-
erto nonexistent coordination between 
flood control and land-usc planning 
begin. 
The commission's rule of thumb on 
federal subsidies is that "subsidies ~re 
only justified if they serve some com-
pelling social purposc.~' It says that the 
federal role should ·be to get out of 
the engin'eering and ' hardware end of 
water development and to concentrate 
instead on planning, licensing, and reg-
ulation. Federal activities should be 
limited to those that cannot be as ef-
ficiently performed by states~ localities, 
or regional commissions. 
The extent of future federal involve-
ment in water projects may be related 
to the discou~t rate, which is also an 
item of content jon. The discount rate 
is a vague t901 used to' compute the 
\yorthwhilcness of a project by measur-
ing future costs and benefits in present 
terms, with the dollar being used as 
unit of measurement. A high rate has 
the effect of discouraging large, long-
term projects. The commission wants 
the rate raised to about 5.5 percent 
(present rates are as low as 3.5 per-
cent). Environmentalists want the dIS-
count rate raised to 10 percent, the 
opportunity cost of private capital. 
Most important, they want a higher 
rate to be applied retroactively to proj-
ects authorized but not funded. This 
would force a reassessment of these 
projects and wipe many of them out. 
For the most p;lrt, environmentalists 
fmd the report to be an encouraging 
attempt to curb ·heedless exploitation 
oC resources nnd to integrate environ-
mental considerations into all aspects 
of water plann;'ng. But they have some 
complaints-about the section on 
power plnnts, [or example. The com-
mission belie"es th:lt much time can be 
saved if issues of power plant siting can 
be decided by a single certification pro-
ceeding, and recomm\!nds that licchsing 
and permit requirements be consoli-
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dated, with a single ngency to pass on 
the project and .m independent board 
to balance the environmental and de-
velopmental values. Environmentalists 
argue there is no way to ensure that 
the board will give prop'er weight to 
environmental considerations. Worst of 
all, they say~ the commission wants to 
put fin~,1 resolution of any dispute in 
the hands of the relevant congressional 
committee, thus robbing the citizenry 
of recourse to judicial review (a re-
course provided for in the National 
Environmental Policy Act). 
One of the most controversial chap-
ters in the report is that dealing with 
pollution. Tbe commission chose to 
defy congressional intent as expressed 
in the .1972 llmendments to the Water 
Pollution Control Act, which call for 
gradual reduJtion in discharges of pol-
lutants, with 1985 as the target date 
for "zero discharge." The commission 
thinks this goal is ridiculous and that 
standards should be set so that "water 
is polluted when its quality has been 
altered ... (so] that reasonable present 
and prospective uses as designated by 
public authorities are impaired." The 
report explains that less progress will 
be made under the present act than if 
more realistic standards arc set. The 
cost of cleaning up that last 1 percent-
in air, land, mineral, energy, and capital 
resources-will far exceed environ-
mental benefits, it says. 
Urban Sewage 
Although antipollution forces abhor 
the commission's dismissal of the zero 
discharge goal, they arc happier with 
the commission's ideas on federal grants 
to municipalities for the construction 
of waste treatment plants. In line with 
its cost-sharing approach, the . report 
says the program should be phased out 
by 1982. However, in view of the 
"backlog caused by generations of ne-
glect," the commissioners believe that 
the grant program should be stepped up 
to help all cities that need it. The cut-
ofT date is intended as a spur to get the 
whole job done within the next decade. 
From then on, they're on their own. 
'"Municipal waste treatment, with its 
captive customers, is an ideal enter-
prise to .put on .a self-sustaining basis" 
through the usc of sewer chnrges. The 
commissioners argue that this would 
not put an undue burden on the poor 
if the poor are "assisted by adequate 
income maintenance programs rather 
than by burdening the pollution abate-
ment programs with welfare objectives.!' 
. The report dwells at length on the 
equities involved in Jllultistate water 
transfers. " ... [T]he topic of intcrbasin 
.transfers generates passion ... ,to it says 
in one of its more colorful passages. 
It is recommended that prescnt Ilws 
hindering these transactions be lifted 
and that the final decision be made by 
Congress in the interests of national 
economic development (a single ~tate 
would not have the power to block 
such a project). Congress would also 
fix the amount of compensation to the 
area of origin. Environmentalists gen-
erally oppose interbasin transfers on 
ecological grounds and because trans-
fers could stimulate growth in areas 
'with inadequate carrying capacity. 
The commissiQn also struggles with 
the matter of water rights, ao area 
which is exceedingly tangled and en-
trenched in tradition established even 
before the Constitution was written. 
Legal and institutional impediments 
should be lifted so that water resources 
can be put to their "highest and best 
use," says the commission. Indian water 
rights pose a special problem, and no 
solution has been recommended that 
is satisfactory to Indians who want to 
quantify and claim ancient water rights 
while denying reimbursement to long-
time non-Indian users. 
To facilitate future natural water 
policy ~evelopment, the commission 
suggests the creation of a new high-
level Office of Water Technology, and 
the consolidation of the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion with the U.S. Geological Survey in 
the Department of the Interior. 
Further,. Congress is advised to es-
tablish an independent board of review 
. to evaluate proposed federal projects. 
It would be structured as an indepen-
dent agency within the executive 
branch, chaired by the head of the 
Water Resources Council and manned 
by people appointed to set terms by the 
President. 
The commission is expected to come 
out with its final report in a couple 
of months, after which the Senate 
Interior committee plans to hold 
hearings with commission members 
and the Water Resources Council. 
Public hearings will be held in the fall. 
So fnr, it is ditTIcult to gauge public 
or congressional reaction to the report, 
aside from a few specific issues that 
have been latched onto by 'environ-
mentalists, irrigators, . and Indians. 
Industry as a whole is not complain-
. ing. since the commission's recom-
mended definition of pollution would 
take a great deal of strain ofT their 
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:mtipollution budgets. But many busi-
ness organization.~ COIlCClJU:.d . . with. 
water resources arc. appallcd by wha't 
they see as a virtual stopp3£e of de-
velopment l( all projCC1s must be' self- . 
supportin.s. 
Furthermore. many obsef\'~rs have 
he:\\ I reservations about returning so 
mur i\. authority for planning-and· exeeu-
tio.. of wat~r projects to states. and 
regions. They point out that many 
states· hav~ little' competency in water 
maUers. and the danl;ers of domination 
by special interests arc great. 
II will be·· some time before the 
thrust· of , future water legislation be-
comes clear. Right now. Congress is 
waiting to sec what. if any. new legis-
lative proposals arc submitted by 
President Nixon along with the final 
report.-CONSTANCE HOLDEN 
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